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I Introduction to the simulation game

What is a simulation game?
A simulation game attempts to replicate various activities in "real life" in the
form of a game for various purposes: training, analysis, or prediction of events.
A simulation game is a game that contains a mixture of skill, chance, and
strategy to simulate an aspect of reality.
A simulation game combines the features of a game (competition, cooperation,
rules, participants, roles) with those of a simulation (incorporation of critical
features of reality). (1)
Role-play simulation is a learning method that depends on role-playing.
Learners take on the role profiles of specific characters or organisations in a
contrived or invented setting.
Role-play is designed primarily to build first person experience in a safe and
supportive environment. Role-play is widely acknowledged as a powerful
teaching technique.

sources :
- W ikipedia
- (1) Ruohomaki, V. (1995). Viewpoints on Learning and Education with Simulaedited by Jens O. Riis.
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II

Introduction to the actual context (2013) of the ICE & OIL simulation game
With the receding of the Arctic sea ice vast circumpolar areas have become accessible
to human activities and continue to do so.
Not only did the prospect of easier and shorter shipping routes through the previously
ice-blocked North-West Passage and the North-East Passage along the Siberian
coastline attract commercial developers, the gregarious oil and gas offshore drilling
companies also started exploring and drilling in Arctic waters. The prospects of finding
new mineral and oil resources are in fact thrilling for capital investors and politicians
alike. According to the US Geological Service (USGS) 13% of all undetected and oil
deposits are located in the Arctic, on-top of about 30% of all untapped gas-reserves of
this planet. Greenland's northeast offshore fields could yield 31 billion barrels of
oil and gas, while the west, including Canadian waters, could hold 17 billion
barrels.
However, arctic waters are a dangerous place to look for oil. Apart from enormously
expensive operations, climatic conditions still confine exploration activities to short
periods during the arctic summer. Floating ice-bergs always threaten to simply knock
over drilling platforms like flimsy cardboard constructions.
Accidents in these areas, especially oil-spills, chemical pollutions of air and sea water
are almost impossible to combat.
The world has just witnessed the gigantic catastrophe of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. It released about 4.9 million barrels (780,000 m3) of
crude oil into the sea causing extensive damage to marine and wildlife habitats and to
the Gulf's fishing and tourism industries.
Despite these damages and despite intense and fierce attacks by nature conservation
organisations such as Greenpeace, the British Oil company CAIRN continued to drill for
oil and gas in the Davis Strait about 170 km west of Disco Island in 2010, 2011 and
2012. Although any oil spill will cause far more and much longer lasting damages in the
Arctic than elsewhere, the company did not take serious emergency precautions, did
not provide infrastructure and sufficiant funds to compensate eventual damages.
This year the situation seems to be slightly less dangerous. The new Government of
Greenland led by the Siumut party declared to be more cautious in awarding new
offshore oil licenses but would honour existing contracts. These include drilling licenses
to companies like CAIRN, Exxon and Chevron. Companies which admitted, their own
emergency plans were based on ordering additional ships, oil barriers and other
equipment from as far away as Scotland! These would arrive too late in any
foreseeable case.
This is the background - the real background - of our simulation game. It is about an
agreement to save the Davis Strait before an oil-spill might irrevocably destroy marine
life and savage the pristine environment of this unique Arctic area. In this game the new
Government of Greenland has made an agreement among the combating groups of
interest, a pre-condition to any further exploration and drilling activities in 2013.
The parties involved are near real images of governments and other interest groups
fighting and lobbying for their aims.
Ulrich Jordan
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III

RULES OF THE GAME

The predominant aim of the simulation game ICE&OIL is to make you, the
participants, aware of the complicated procedures of governments, international
companies and other organisations which are presently active in the Davis Strait.
You will also receive detailed information and gain insight into the conditions of
other parties involved in the conflict. By taking on foreign identities and by acting
and role-playing in the context of a simulated yet realistic development you will get
to know some of the organisations involved and the political and financial
interests working in the background.
Objectives
- the Davis Strait Protection Agreement should be agreed
on and signed at the end of the game by all the participating parties
- the secret guidelines issued to you have to be kept secret to the end;
but they are guidelines not orders!
- alterations and amendments of the resolution are possible and expected
- as a participant you have to represent the interests of your group, company
or organisation. Try to change the proposed resolution text in the interest
of your organisation as much as possible ! Prevent negative results for
your organisation !
- you should try to make a maximum of two written alteration proposals
( depending on the limited time available during the I.C.E.-Youth Camp)

- send your written amendments to the Conference Office only
(on paper or on USB-stick)
- you may communicate to other participants about the Davis Strait
Protection Agreement as much and as often as possible. However, do
not reveal the text of your alteration proposals before the second conference
- you may send written messages to representatives of other nations
(USB-stick or on paper via the Conference Office which will treat them
confidently and forward them only to the addressees.
- you may withdraw your proposals at any time during the conference
- try to give some life and character to the person you impersonate, you may
become angry or even shout during the conferences - but only if
necessary!
This is a game and you are supposed to have fun playing it !
ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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IV

parties involved

Number of
participants

1)

Oil exploration and drilling industry:
GRANITE ENERGY, Aberdeen, UK

2)

Fishing Industry:
THORSKILL A/S, Nuuk /Skagen DK

3)

Greenland Government
Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and Agriculture,
Ministry of Industry and Mineral Resources
3900 Nuuk, Greenland

4)

First nation organization
AALISAGAQ,
Inuit hunting and fishing organisation
3900 Nuuk, Greenland

5)

NGO(non government organisation)
Green-Arctic-Org,
New York, USA

6)

NGO(non government organisation)
The International Bowhead Conservation Society
IBCS,
Halifax, CANADA
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D)

profiles
Who you are

I

Oil industry

GRANITE ENERGY

Your name is:

Your
name is:

Sir Thomas Rottenborough
( just call me Tom )

Dr. Lucy Garner-Anderson
( just call me Lucy)

You are chairman of Granite Energy AG.
You are 64 years old, married with two
children ( 22, 28) and you are a former
rugby player.
You are a graduate of Stirling University
with an International MBA (Master of
Business Administration).

You are chairwoman of Granite Energy
AG. You are 58 years old, married with
one son (25) and you are a former
Scottish polo player. You hold a Master
of Science in Integrated Petroleum
Geoscience of the University of
Aberdeen.

Corporate policy as regards the Davis Strait oil exploration activities
Granite Energy is one of Europe's largest independent oil and gas exploration and
development companies. We have operational interests in Romania, Bangladesh,
Greenland, India, Nepal and Tunisia and produce around 37,000 barrels of oil per day.
Our largest activities are in India, where we have made more than 21 discoveries in
Rajasthan, including a major oil discovery in Mangala. As of 30 June 2010 we have
total proven commercial reserves of 347.4 million barrels of oil.
In Greenland in August 2007, it was announced that GE had submitted applications for
two blocks located in the phase 2 of the Disko West licensing round offshore West
Greenland. All together, we have six exploration licences, including Sigguk, Eqqua,
Kingittoq and Saqqamuit blocks as an operator, and Atammik and Lady Franklin blocks
as a minority partner in partnership with Endatanaq Gas Corporation.
GE´s focus is to gain early entry and capture as high an equity position as possible in
areas we consider to have the potential to hold significant value.
We have focussed on key geographic regions, such as Greenland and India, and on
identifying assets that are capable of providing significant and sustainable growth for
GE and the communities in which we operate.
You presently have two big drilling platforms and five supply-ships in the area and you
asked the Greenland government for protection against the actions and attacks of
militant environment groups which entered GE drilling platforms last year causing extensive damage and bringing GE´s exploration work to a total standstill twice. In turn
the Greenland government made it a condition that all groups involved in the conflict
should sign an agreement safeguarding industrial as well as environment protection
interests before June 21st 2013 at Nuuk.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material
I

Oil industry

KEEP SECRET

GRANITE ENERGY

a)
Since geological surveys indicate 50 billion
barrels of oil (= $3.7 trillion) waiting in Greenlandic
waters- about the same as the entire production of North
Sea oil fields to this day, your company´s primary interests in
Greenland are getting into these developing oil fields first. Since last year´s
campaign was severely hampered by outbreaks of public unrest, accidents and
violent activities by international environment protection groups, the Government of
Greenland asked GE to come to an agreement with all these conflicting groups of
interest prior to any exploratory drilling activities this year.
In order to comply with the present Greenland Government´s request GE invited all
parties involved in last year´s controversy to discuss and finally sign a document of
mutual agreement.
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPRAG 13:
- get the Davis Strait Protection Agreement 2013 (DASPRAG 13) signed
by June 21th 2013 because only this would satisfy the new Greenland government;
- allow alterations and amendments to this document as long as they remain financially
reasonable and keep GE in charge of the DAJOCO group ( § 3, § 8 );
- buy out NGOs if possible !
- influence the Greenland Inuit hunters and make them support oil development in the
area; it´s good for them !
- make sure § 7 will remain an unchanged part of this document;
- get the drilling exploration started as fast as possible to keep up the value of GE shares
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
In order to convince disagreeing delegates of some other parties to accept our
resolution you are authorized to privately negotiate substantial technological and
financial assistance to a limit of $ 50 million but not exceeding this sum total.
Your prime targets are Green-Arctic-Org, AALISAGAQ and IBCS.
Green-Arctic-Org is the most dangerous adversary, AALISAGAQ needs money, IBCS
is suspected to protect secret US-interests in the area.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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D) profiles
Who you are
II Fishing industry Thorskill Ltd
Your name is:
Dr. Lars Runarsson
You are Group Production Director of
Thorskill Ltd and responsible for the
trawler division, land based
production, environment and
sustainability. You are 42 years old
and single. You hold a PhD having
studied physiology and optimal growth
of bivalves and fish at the University
of Copenhagen. You are an
enthusiastic fly fisher in your spare
time.

Your name is :
Dr. Ida Pedersson
You are Deputy Production Director of
Thorskill Ltd and responsible for land
based production, environment and
sustainability. You are 43 years old and
married. You hold a PhD having studied
marine biology at the University of
Copenhagen. You are an enthusiastic golf
player in your spare time.

Fishing industry in Greenland

The fishing industry in Greenland is very important to the national economy of
Greenland and local food supply. It is the source of many people's livelihoods all across
the country, employing some 6,500 out of a national population of 56,452 people
(2010). The sparsely populated villages along the coast, with about 150 inhabitants in
each village, are entirely dependent on marine resources of fishing and hunting.
Fishing exports from Greenland in the past 20 years are accounted at about 90% of the
country's total exports, with international firms finding it a profitable business. Exports
are mostly to USA, Japan, Norway, Thailand, Germany, Great Britain, Iceland and
Denmark. The contribution of fishing industries to the economy of Greenland as a
whole is estimated to be more than 50%; contribution to gross national income of the
country is reported to be as high as 20%.
The fish that dominate the Greenlandic fishing industry are mainly shrimp, cod, halibut
and salmon. They are caught and processed in Greenland and then are sold, often
exported in frozen cans. The centre of the fishing industry lies in the south of the
country, the main hub is in Disko Bay in the south west.
Fishing operation during the 1990s was pursued by 150 vessels (both international and
chartered) which resulted in an average production of 188,500 tonnes in the period
between 1988 and 1995. The Thorskill Ltd of Greenland manages most of the fishing
industry. Thorskill Ltd alone has more than 20 processing factories on the island. It also
has 15 smaller plants, apart from plants in Denmark and Germany. Its six fishing
trawlers catch mostly shrimp and prawns.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material

KEEP SECRET

II Fishing industry Thorskill Ltd
a) Your company´s primary interests:
Greenland's economy is highly dependent on the
fishing industry; contribution to its economy in
2000 was reported as 25% of GNI and 23 to 30%
of the economy. Our main focus is on how to
adapt to the changing conditions and how to
develop the seafood industry and the way of the Greenlandic fishermen in the
best way possible. You must take the external environment into account by
focusing on the management of consumables and the discharge into the
surrounding environment. Increased shipping caused by oil and gas
exploration, deep sea drilling activities, such as cargo transport will inevitably
cause chemical pollution adversely affecting these stocks.
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPRAG 13:
- protect and further the existing fishing industry, especially preserve or create
new jobs in Greenland
- prevent any negative impact on the existing stocks of shrimps, cod, halibut
and salmons by demanding GE to keep out of traditional fishing grounds such
as Upernavik, Disko Bay- Uummannaq, Sisimiut, Maniitsoq-Kangaamiut, NuukPaamiut and Narsaq-Qaqorto and have these areas mentioned in the resolution
- prevent chemical pollution caused by GE drilling activities by adding a
special clause into the resolution
- make sure that damages to fish stocks are compensated by creating new jobs
in Greenland and by reducing third party fishing quotas (Russia, Denmark).
- include fishing damage-compensation money into the resolution stating a
fixed minimum sum of $ 29 million annually.
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
In order to convince disagreeing delegates of other parties to accept your
amendments to the resolution you are authorized to privately negotiate and ask
for substantial financial assistance from GRANITE ENERGY and the Greenland
Government.Thorskill is particularly interested in new marketing areas in the
UK. Ask GE to actively promote our products in Britain in return for signing the
DASPRAG 13 resolution. If necessary threaten to introduce additional fishing
protection areas or enlarge existing ones.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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profiles
Who you are

III

Greenland Government

Your name is :

Your name is:

Erinaq Petersen

Dr. Konalik Hanson

You are department head of the
Greenland Ministry of Fisheries,
Hunting and Agriculture. You
are 39 years old, married with
two children (6,9). You studied
at the Marquette Law School at
the University of Copenhagen
(MA)and your hobbies are fishing and cross country skiing.

You are deputy
department head of
the Greenland
Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and
Agriculture. You are 31 years old,
single with two daughters 10 and 6.
You hold a PhD in aquaculture
biology from the University of Bergen.

Greenland policy as regards the Davis Strait oil exploration activities
The new three-party coalition is spearheaded by the centrist Siumut party, whose
leader, Ms Aleqa Hammond (47), was to become Greenland’s first female premier. It
formally took office on April 5th 2013.
The current Cabinet is based on political cooperation between Siumut, Atassut and
Partii Inuit. The Coalition Agreement was entered into on March 26th, 2013
The Government has high expectations that Greenland will be able to obtain MSC’s
(The Marine Stewardship Council) certification for Greenland fish products in 2013 and
thereby gain global recognition as a nation that does take the principles of sustainable
fisheries seriously.
In regards to securing the future economy, prospecting and exploration of carbon
resources continue to be high on the government’s agenda. The results of the first few
exploration drillings have given indications that our agenda is worth pursuing. We have
also noted with satisfaction that many Greenlandic companies and communities have
benefited from engaging in those activities. But as Greenland cannot expect large-scale
returns from this field in the near future, the government must also pursue the
potentials of our minerals and protect our national fishing industry.
Requirements for safeguarding the environment and the sustainability of local
communities have to be met. The exercise of highest standards of corporate social
responsibility is fundamental to sustainable development. Greenland welcomes and
encourages a lively and informed public debate in order to ensure participation in the
many crucial decisions that we all need to take.
ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material

KEEP SECRET

Greenland Government
a)

Your Ministry´s primary interests:

The Greenland governmental position as regards the ongoing
oil explorations has two aspects.
1) Promote and encourage the safe exploitation of carbon fuel
because it will guarantee Greenland's income and
independence from Denmark in the future.
2) Protect local fishing stocks and the local fishing industry because Greenland
is presently very much depending on these sources of income. The speed of
the development of the oil industry is not foreseeable at the moment we
therefore will not issue any further drilling licenses
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPRAG 13:
- keep in close communication with the Danish Government as regards
protection by the Danish Navy frigates Ms DANA and Ms ARÖ
- make sure the DASPRAG13 is going to be signed in due time, but only if the
money offered by GE as an environment protection fund will be controlled by
the Greenland government, i.e. the Ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and
Agriculture. ( § 8);
- make sure your ministry is represented in the DAJOCO committee (§3),
controlling a sufficient number of votes;
- amend the DASPRAG13 resolution to make the sum GE allocated under §8
( US $ 500 million) immediately and solely available to the Greenland
government in case of a major oil spill, outbreak of gas or an explosion
destroying a drilling platform.
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
In order to convince disagreeing delegates of some other parties to accept your
amendments to the resolution you are authorized to privately negotiate
substantial technological and financial assistance for
Green-Arctic-Org (offer scientific information), AALISAGAQ ($ 50.000) and
IBCS (offer protection areas for bowheads + reduced huntig quotas for
subsistence hunters).
To “convince“ GRANITE ENERGY, it might be helpful for you to secretly
indicate the availability of further exploration claims for competing companies
in the north of Greenland. i.e.the northern parts of the Baffin Bay in 2014.
ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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D) profiles
Who you are

IV Inuit hunters
Your name is:
Johan Ukkusissaq
You are managing director of the
Greenland Association of Hunters and
Fishermen AALISAGAQ. You represent
about 2500 full-time hunters and
fishermen in Greenland.
You are 38 years old, married with one
son (9).You graduated from the University
of Greenland (Kalaallisut: Ilisimatusarfik)
with a bachelor's degree in management
and economics.

Your name is:
Katherine Sikemsen
You are deputy chairman of the Greenland
Association of Hunters and Fishermen
AALISAGAQ. You have been working with
this Inuit organisation for 2 years. You are
26 years old and single and you are
studying at the University of Greenland
(Kalaallisut: Ilisimatusarfik) aiming at a
PhD in Cultural and Social History.

AALISAGAQ`s policy as regards the Davis Strait oil exploration activities
AALISAGAQ is against any offshore oil development, because its members believe that
one cannot control the environmental conditions. The hunters worry about what an oilspill would do to their livelihoods. AALISAGAQ complains about the lack of real
information and requires a public hearing before any decisions are being made. With
the rapid change in ice cover, AALISAGAQ-members believe the future of Arctic hunting
and fishing communities to be uncertain.
AALISAGAQ is strongly opposed to the EU ban on seal products which they regard as
a violation of the Declaration on Indigenous Peoples Rights, Article 8.2 and Article 32
and require that Greenland hunters must be granted compensation according to the
Article 20. The growing number of seals in the Davis Strait is threatening the traditional
long-line fishing.
Two years ago at the 28th North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation (NASCO)
meeting in Ilulissat (June 36, 2011) AALISAGAQ and their members demanded the
delegates to support Greenland´s need and right to catch and use the North Atlantic
salmon – not only for subsistence purposes but also for commercial use, since the
number of these wild salmon had risen considerably in the Davis Strait because of self
imposed fishing restrictions for the wild Atlantic salmon. On behalf of their more than
1.900 members AALISAGAQ demands that members of NASCO give Greenland a
quota of wild North Atlantic salmon for commercial use already this year.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material

KEEP SECRET

a) As AALISAGAQ is strongly opposed to any environmental
threat in the Davis Strait you are expected to obstruct the DASPRAG proceedings as much as possible. Your main objective is
to gain as much publicity to the unfair and semi colonial treatment
of the indigenous population by the European powers ( EU
regulations, trade restrictions, hunting quotas, species protection,
etc, etc.).
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPRAG 13:
- do not stop complaining about the fact that AALISAGAQ members did all they could to
restore the stocks of wild Atlantic salmon and that now they are not allowed to make
commercial use of these stocks.
- demand the traditional fishing and hunting rights of the aboriginal nations of the Arctic
to be expressively included in the DASPRAG 13 document;
- amend the DASPRAG 13 resolution to guarantee a 200 ton quota of Atlantic Salmon
to AALISAGAQ members every year;
- if not given a fair quota this year AALISAGAQ will mount public protest and advise the
Government of Greenland not only to leave NASCO (North Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Organisation) but to stop giving exploration licenses to European based
companies;
- also demand the DASPRAG document to be amended, stating that we are all
depending on a clean environment and we must all understand that the salmon is
especially dependent on a clean environment.
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
In order to convince disagreeing delegates of other parties to accept your amendments
to the resolution you are authorized to privately negotiate and ask for substantial
financial assistance from GRANITE ENERGY and the Greenland Government. Ask for
as much money as possible!
To “convince“ GRANITE ENERGY it might be helpful to secretly indicate that you
cannot guarantee all of the Aalisagaq members to remain peaceful (!!!) and abstain
from acts of violence against private property even during negotiations.
AALISAGAQ already formed a secret task force among militant local members who are
preparing provocative actions against GE property and Green-Active-Org delegates.
(This information is absolutely confidential !)

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Who you are
V Non Governmental Group

Your name is:
Terry Ayliffsson
ou are 31 years old and operations
director for GAO activities in the Davis
Strait. Before joining GAO you have been
working as a free-lance reporter for
various environmental organisations and
magazines around the world. You are
single and presently living in Toronto,
Canada, between campaigns.

Your name is:
Dr. Julia Durham
You are 36 years old and presently a
deputy programme director with GAO.
You hold a PhD in marine biology from
Murdoch University, Perth, Australia. You
are married with two children (6, 4) who
are staying with your husband at Perth.

Green-Arctic-Org policy as regards the Davis Strait oil exploration activities
The impacts of climate change in the Arctic underline the urgency with which all nations
must seriously reduce CO2 emissions. However, around the world international oil
companies are racing to secure their „claims“ to drill for oil that may be found
underneath the Arctic ice.
Governments show no or little interest in preventing the devastating climate change by
enacting policies to reduce CO2 emissions. Instead they are regarding the destruction
of the Arctic ecosystem as an opportunity to pump out yet more climate destroying oil.
An obvious concern is oil spills, industrial accidents and spills of toxic chemicals.
The effects of oil spills in the Arctic in a high-latitude, cold ocean environment last much
longer and are far worse than in other areas. Any oil spill clean-up is never really
effective but Arctic conditions will render any clean-up attempt impossible.
Green-Arctic-Org is asking for no less than an international over-arching Arctic multilateral agreement or treaty that ensures the highest levels of protection for the Arctic,
especially for those areas of the Arctic Ocean that have traditionally been covered by
sea-ice.
In the meantime Green-Arctic-Org asks governments and stakeholders to 'freeze their
carbon footprint' caused by industrial activities in the Arctic and establish a moratorium
on further industrial development in regions made accessible by the retreating sea ice.

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material

KEEP SECRET

V Non Governmental Group
a) As it seems very likely that GRANITE
ENERGY will be able to raise general support for
its exploratory drilling activities this year, there is
little hope to stop them now. Not signing the
Davis Strait Protection Agreement would further alienate GAO from the public in
Greenland and elsewhere and thus prove counter-productive. The actual GE
exploratory drilling could easily be disrupted and harassed by our experienced activists
later in the year.
For this reason the GAO vessels ORCA-5 and the new-built SUNRISE WARRIOR III
are already in the area cruising and exercising our rubber dinghy crews.
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPARG 13:
- use the conference as a platform for public relations and communication with the
media to improve our positive image as the most competent and effective
environment protection organisation;
- try to get financial support from GE towards the cost of our new campaign ship
SUNRISE WARRIOR III in return for your DASPRAG signature;
- become a member of the DAJOCO-group ( § 3 ) and try to influence their findings
and decisions;
- appease angry INUIT-hunter organisations by supporting their claims for „fair
treatment“ and salmon fishing quotas; we do not oppose subsistence hunting and
fishing;
- amend the DASPRAG13 document with a statement about the recognition of
the right of Arctic Indigenous People to the sustainable use of natural resources for
subsistence;
- having achieved the objectives above- but only if : sign the DASPRAG agreement !
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
Ask GE for at least $ 50 million additional money in return for special information about
secret pollution desasters and accidents among their oil drilling competitors worldwide
i.e. 1) Nabors Industries
(Drilling Oil and Gas Wells)
2) Transocean
(Drilling Oil and Gas Wells)
3) Diamond Offshore Drilling (Drilling Oil and Gas Wells)
4) Rowan Companies, Inc.
(Drilling Oil and Gas Wells)

ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Who you are
VI Non Governmental Group
Your name is:

Your name is:

Fernando Oliviera

Dr. Dolores Sanchez

You are 44 years old and you hold an
Honours degree in Acoustic and
Communications Engineering and a
Masters in Marine Fisheries Science.
You contributed to marine science in such
places like Antarctica, Japan, the Canary
islands. You are based at Halifax CA. You
now lead IBCS´ Davis Strait work and you
are Noise Pollution Campaign Manager.

You are 49 years old
and single. You have
been involved in cetacean research for
the last decade. You hold a PhD in marine
biology and marine mammal science and
presently you have a research
appointment at Flinders University in
South Australia.

IBCS policy as regards the Davis Strait oil exploration activities
The International Bowhead Conservation Society is a non-profit organisation of
Scientists and members of the public, dedicated to the protection of one of the most
hunted whales, the bowhead (Balaena mysticetus), which has been driven to the brink
of extinction by human activities in the past.
Four of the five remaining stocks of bowhead whales presently appear „Vulnerable“,
„Endangered“ or „Critically Endangered“. Populations are found in the Atlantic and
Canadian Arctic in the Davis Strait and in Baffin Bay, Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin, as
well as off Spitsbergen, around Island and in the Barents Sea. The Spitsbergen stock is
suspected to be extinct. Like right whales, bowhead whales( Balaena mysticetus), are
slow skim feeders ( 6 knots) and consume about 1,800 kg of food each day. Their diet
is more varied however and includes not only cope-pods and krill, but also other
invertebrates. More than 60 prey species have been identified in the stomachs of
bowheads killed by Inuit hunters in Alaska.
Discoveries of two stone harpoon points from the late 19th century in the skull of a
whale killed by Inuits in 1993 prove that bowhead whales can live to be over 200 years
old. Bowhead whales are still hunted in some areas by native subsistence hunters, so
hunting is still a threat to the species, in addition to habitat loss, chemical and noise
pollution, increased ship traffic and climate change. They feed at or just below the
surface ('skim-feeding') and possibly along the seabed.
Bowheads are thought to dive to depths of more than 200m, with an average dive time
of four to 20 minutes and they often surface again in the same place.Bowheads are
slow breeders and maturity may not be reached for 20 years. A single calf is born every
three or four years after a gestation period of about 13 months. Deep sea oil and
mineral exploration activities constitute an enormous threat to these endangered
species.
ICE & OIL -Simulation Game - 2013 Ulrich Jordan
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Classified material

KEEP SECRET

I Non Governmental Group
a) The International Bowhead Conservation Society is
presently financed by private sponsors and this year also by the US
Navy ( see below), therefore try to get money from GE in order to
finance IBCS activities in the near future.
- Your aim is to delay and limit sonar explosions because humancaused noise in the ocean disturbs bowheads, whether it's the sound of air-guns used
in oil exploration or of subs and ships emitting sonar. Since these noises can drown out
the noises that marine mammals rely on for their very survival, they are causing serious
injury and even death. GE should only be allowed to use air-guns when there are no
marine mammals in the area. - The US Cornell University has successfully tested
microphone equipped buoys which monitor the movements of Northern Right Whales
and instantly warn commercial shipping. Vessels then circumnavigate these very slow
moving whales and avoid deadly collisions.
b) Objectives as regards the signing of DASPRAG 13:
- ask for bowhead monitoring devices to be installed near GE drilling areas (+ money
from GE) and have this condition included in Davis Strait Protection Agreement:
- accuse the Danish Navy of executing deadly sonar experiments by Danish frigates
Ms DANA and Ms ARÖ protecting GE platforms against Green-Arctic-Org activists;
- accuse the Greenland Government of conspiring with Danish Navy military
experiments under the pretence of safeguarding the oil exploration in the Davis Strait;
- ask for the Danish frigates to be removed from the Davis Strait altogether in order to
limit or prevent any additional sonar signalling or explosions (i.e. noise). Have this
included in the DASPRAG 13 document;
- ask GRANITE ENERGY to financially support our 2014-2016 whale monitoring
research in the upper Baffin Bay in return for your signature on the DASPRAG13
document.
- become a member of DAJOCO.
c) bargains, alliances discretionary powers
Note (to be kept absolutely secret !): The US-Navy, a major sponsor of IBCS, is
presently installing a new underwater sonar listening system controlling the entire
Northwest Passage through the Canadian Arctic from the Atlantic. Canadian and
Danish naval vessels should be prevented from collecting information about these
installations.
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Davis Strait Protection Agreement 2013

(DASPRAG 13)

as proposed by GRANITE ENERGY

In pursuit of our common objective of protecting flora and fauna of the arctic hemisphere, as well
as the well-being and prospects of all human beings living in these areas, the signatory parties
agree upon the following declaration, which will be published today:
§ 1 All industrial and other human activities permanently affecting the Davis Strait area and its
ecosystem, in any negative way, will not be permitted and will neither be planned nor executed
by any of the parties.
§ 2 In order to prevent ecological damages, all exploratory activities aiming at the detection of
existing mineral or fossil fuel resources, within areas defined above, will be continuously and
closely monitored by a special committee, to be set up by the signatory parties.
§ 3 All ecological relevant information gathered during explorations will be evaluated annually
and published by this Davis Strait Joint Committee ( DAJOCO), fully funded by GRANITE
ENERGY, and representing the signatory parties.
§ 4 The prevention of oil-spills, fires and all kinds of pollution of either the sea water or the
atmosphere will be assigned the highest priority during any drilling or exploratory activity. To
ensure this, GRANITE ENERGY is going to set up and finance a permanent prevention task
force (PTF) during any period of such activities.
§ 5 The PTF will consist of a considerable number of Greenlanders who will be trained and
paid by GRANITE ENERGY annually.
§ 6 Greenlanders having been adversely affected by oil and mineral exploration or drilling
activities disturbing subsistence fishing, hunting or other sea-food gathering, are entitled to be
fully compensated by GRANITE ENERGY. Claims of the Danish Fishing Company THORSKILL
will be settled in separate negotiations.
§ 7 In the interest of people living in arctic regions the signatory parties welcome and will
actively support all ecological and industrial developments in the Davis Strait area, initiated and
guided under this protection agreement.
§ 8 Supporting the objectives mentioned above, GRANITE ENERGY will allocate a special
environment protection fund of US $ 500 million over a period of 7 years, to be controlled and
administered by the Davis Strait Joint Committee ( DAJOCO ).
§ 9 This agreement will have to be inspected and if necessary, revised after a period of seven
years.
The signatory parties fully agree and support all of the above and will actively support its
implementation.
NUUK, June 21st 2013

Signatures of the parties involved
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VII
SIMULATION PROCEDURE
Event 1

(1)

Day 1

Students receive their individual file-folder containing introductory papers, Rules of the
Game Fact-sheets about the simulation.
Event 2

Day 2

(begin of the actual simulation game )

Introduction to the simulation game
Objectives and proceedings of the simulation game are being presented and explained
during a special briefing conference. At this occasion students will be provided with their
individual Profiles, as well as the Time Schedule of the game. The participants also
receive information as to their organisation’s (but not binding) position. They are expected to
negotiate with relative freedom of will.
Main focus on communication among the delegates about the „Declaration“, not about
their role-playing during the ensuing game. The delegate’s only „official“ communication
channel is via the Conference Office ‘’postbox“ ( nn) using their USB-sticks or written
notes. Two forms are possible:
a) official proposals changing the declaration ( in written form to the Conference Office)
b) private delegate-to-delegate messages, offers, deals, proposals ( likewise in written
form to the Conference Office).
Delegates should not produce more than two alteration proposals or amendments
( = 20 alterations to be voted on). At the end of the second conference the final version of
the resolution will be produced and put to the vote. All students / delegates are getting
equipped with individual national USB-sticks and note papers.
Tasks for next meeting : a) Learn your profile ! b) Prepare the presentation of your
organisation´s aims
Event 3

Day 3

1

Conference at Nuuk

Agenda
st
1) Address of welcome, conference chair, minute writer, etc
.(3 min )
2) Introduction of the delegates and presentation of their organisation´s aims as regards
the Davis Strait oil and gas exploration.
( 10 x 3 min )
3) Presentation of the Davis Strait Protection Agreement (DASPRAG) and rationale by
the two Granite Energy delegates.
( 15 min )
4) Question period as to the DASPRAG-text presented ( if requested ).
Task for the break: prepare comment based on your
organisation´s profile!

break

5)
6)

Delegates comment and propose alterations of the agreement (all proposals will be
printed and published or/and handed out to the participants later). Discussion about
voting procedures.
Conference adjourns to allow feedback to governments/organisation heads etc. and to
prepare written alteration proposals. Task: prepare alteration proposals
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SIMULATION PROCEDURE
Event 4

(2)

Day 4

Quiet negotiation phase (via the Conference-Office, USB). Participants write down
their individual alteration proposals
Two forms:
a) official alteration proposals to Conference-Office
b) private delegate to delegate messages / proposals via Conference-Office
Introduction of a deadline!
Event 5

Agenda

Day 5

2nd Conference at Nuuk

All alteration proposals have been printed and handed out to the participants the
previous day. Computer, printer and beamer have been provided for.
1)

Address of welcome, appointment of conference moderator/chair, minutes, voting
procedures, video recording, (if requested).
( 10 min )

2)

Delegates present and argue their individual proposals (3 min max.) which are
being presented on screen. Last occasion for amendments or alterations.
( 45 min )
1st. break for final consultations
( 10 min )
3)

Voting on each of the modification proposals

( 45 min )

2nd. break ( if wanted or necessary)

( 10 min )

4)

Compilation of the final text of the agreement and final vote

( 10 min )

5)

Ceremonious signing of the Davis Strait Protection Agreement

( 10 min )

6)

Evaluation of the simulation game by participants
END
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VIII

Basic Facts & Figures From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Davis Strait, lying between Greenland and Nunavut, Canada.

Davis Strait
(French: Détroit de Davis) is a northern arm of the Labrador Sea. It lies
between mid-western Greenland and Nunavut, Canada's Baffin Island. The
strait was named for the English explorer John Davis (1550–1605), who
explored the area while seeking a Northwest Passage.
Contents

Greenland
Government
Greenland's Head of State is Margrethe II, the Queen
regnant of the Kingdom of Denmark. The Queen's
government in Denmark appoints a Rigsombudsmand
(High Commissioner) who, as of 2011, is Mikaela Engell,
for representing the Danish government and monarchy.
Greenland has an elected legislature - the Parliament of Greenland consisting of thirty-one members. The head of government is the Prime
Minister, who is usually the leader of the majority party in Parliament. The
current Prime Minister is Ms Aleqa Hammond (Siumut).
As part of the realm of the Kingdom of Denmark, Greenlanders elect two
representatives who sit in the Parliament of Denmark.
The new three-party coalition is spearheaded by the centrist Siumut party,
whose leader Aleqa Hammond is set to become Greenland’s first female
premier. It will formally take office April 5.
The current Cabinet is based on political cooperation between Siumut,
Atassut and Partii Inuit. The Coalition Agreement was entered into on March
26th, 2013.
http://uk.nanoq.gl/Emner/Government/the_cabinet.aspx
The Cabinet is divided into eight ministries, each headed by a minister. The
ministries departments handle the practical administrative work.
The ministers are politically responsible for the work of these departments.
Population
Greenland has a population of 57,637 (July 2010 estimate),[57] of whom
88% are Kalaallit (Greenlandic Inuit). The remaining 12% are of European
descent, mainly Danish. The majority of the population is Evangelical
Lutheran. Nearly all Greenlanders live along the fjords in the south-west of
the main island, which has a relatively mild climate.[58] Approximately
15,000 Greenlanders reside in Nuuk, the capital city.
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Basic Facts & Figures From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Economy
Greenland's economy is highly dependent on the fishing industry;
contribution to its economy in 2000 was reported as 25% of GNI and 23 to
30% of the economy. The sparsely populated villages along the coast, with
about 150 inhabitants in each village, are entirely dependent on marine
resources of fishing and hunting. Export is dominated by the halibut
species of fish to the extent of 56% while other species make up the
balance. EU gives grants to Greenland amounting to DKK 320 million which
is tied to fishing rights in Greenland. However, Greenland gets total
exemption of duty on its exports to the EU, which generates an income of
DKK 200 million.
The important production sector of Greenland at some stage accounted
between 80 and 90% of exports. After export of zinc and copper stopped in
1990, exports registered a high of 90% in 2000, valued at US$ 250 million
out of a total export value of about US$ 285 million.

Greenpeace
Type Non-governmental organization Founded 1971
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Greenpeace is a non-governmental environmental organization with offices in
over forty countries and with an international coordinating body in Amsterdam,
The Netherlands. Greenpeace states its goal is to "ensure the ability of the
Earth to nurture life in all its diversity and focuses its campaigning on world
wide issues such as global warming, deforestation, overfishing, commercial
whaling and anti-nuclear issues. Greenpeace uses direct action, lobbying and
research to achieve its goals. The global organization does not accept funding
from governments, corporations or political parties, relying on more than 2.8
million individual supporters and foundation grants. Greenpeace is a founding
member of the INGO Accountability Charter; an international nongovernmental organization that intends to foster accountability and
transparency of non-governmental organizations....
Greenpeace is known for its direct actions and has been described as the
most visible environmental organization in the world.

Oil and Gas Exploration
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The exploration of the Arctic for petroleum is more technically challenging than
for any other environment. However, with increases in technology and
continuing high oil prices the region is now receiving the interest of the
petroleum industry.
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Basic Facts & Figures From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
There are 19 geological basins making up the Arctic region. Some of these
basins have experienced oil and gas exploration, most notably the Alaska
North Slope where oil was first produced in 1968 from Prudhoe Bay. However,
only half the basins - such as the Beaufort Sea and the West Barents Sea have been explored.
A 2008 United States Geological Survey estimates that areas north of the
Arctic Circle have 90 billion barrels of undiscovered, technically recoverable
oil (and 44 billion barrels of natural gas liquids ) in 25 geologically defined
areas thought to have potential for petroleum. This represents 13% of the
undiscovered oil in the world. Of the estimated totals, more than half of the
undiscovered oil resources are estimated to occur in just three geologic
provinces - Arctic Alaska, the Amerasia Basin, and the East Greenland Rift
Basins. More than 70% of the mean undiscovered oil resources is estimated to
occur in five provinces: Arctic Alaska, Amerasia Basin, East Greenland Rift
Basins, East Barents Basins, and West Greenland–East Canada. It is further
estimated that approximately 84% of the undiscovered oil and gas occurs
offshore. The USGS did not consider economic factors such as the effects of
permanent sea ice or oceanic water depth in its assessment of undiscovered
oil and gas resources. This assessment is lower than a 2000 survey, which
had included lands south of the arctic circle.
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Bowhead Whales
Status
ESA Endangeredthroughout its range
MMPA Depletedthroughout its range
Taxonomy
Kingdom: Animalia
Phylum: Chordata
Class: Mammalia
Order: Cetacea
Family: Balaenidae
Genus: Balaena
Species: mysticetus
Species Description
Bowhead whales are
mysticetes, which means they have "baleen" plates instead of teeth for filtering
food out of the ocean. Bowhead whales have extremely long baleen plates (up
to 14 feet (m)) and feed almost exclusively on zooplankton, which includes
small to moderately sized crustaceans such as copepods, euphausiids, and
mysids, as well as other invertebrates and fish. Bowhead whales have a dark
body and a distinctive white chin. Unlike most cetaceans, they lack a dorsal fin.
The bowhead whale has a massive bow-shaped skull that is over 16.5 feet (5
m) long and about 30-40% of their total body length. This large skull allows the
bowhead whale to break through thick ice with its head. The bowhead whale
also has a 17-19 inch (43-50 cm) thick blubber layer, thicker than any other
whale's blubber.
Bowhead whales reach sexual maturity at about the age of 20 years, when they
reach a length of about 35-40 ft (13-14 m). Females generally have one calf
every 3 to 4 years after a gestation period around 13 to 14 months. Calves are
usually about 13 ft (4 m) long at birth and weigh about 2,000 lbs (900 kg).
Adults grow to about 45-60 ft long (14-18 m) and weigh 150,000- 200,000 lbs
(75-100 tons). The average and maximum lifespan are unknown; however, some
evidence suggests that they can live over 100 years.
Habitat
Bowheads live in the Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas. They spend most of the
summer in relatively ice-free waters of seas adjacent to the Arctic Ocean. They
are associated with sea ice the rest of the year.
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Distribution
Bowhead whales are circumpolar, ranging throughout high latitudes in the
Northern Hemisphere. They spend the winter associated with the southern
limit of the pack ice and move north as the sea ice breaks up and recedes
during spring. Five stocks of bowhead whales have been recognized. Three of

these stocks occur in the North Atlantic: the Spitsbergen, Baffin Bay-Davis
Straight, and Hudson Bay-Fox Basin stocks; and two in the North Pacific: the
Sea of Okhotsk and Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort stocks
Population Trends
The historic worldwide abundance of bowhead whales prior to commercial
exploitation is estimated at about 30,000-50,000. Commercial exploitation
drove the worldwide abundance down to about 3,000 by the 1920s. Current
abundance is estimated between 7,000 and 10,000 animals.
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North Atlantic
The estimated abundance of the Spitsbergen stock was 24,000 prior to
commercial exploitation, but currently numbers less than one hundred. The
Baffin Bay-Davis Strait stock was estimated at about 11,750 prior to commercial
exploitation and the Hudson Bay-Fox Basin
stock at about 450. The current abundance
of the Baffin Bay-Davis Straight and
Hudson Bay-Fox Basin stocks combined is
· Of all large whales,
estimated as about 450.
North Pacific
The Sea of Okhotsk stock, estimated at
about 3,000 prior to commercial
exploitation, currently numbers about 150200. The Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort stock
(also known as the Western Arctic stock)
consisted of about 10,400 to 23,000
whales prior to commercial exploitation.
This stock is currently estimated at 6,400
to 9,200 and is increasing at a rate of 3.2%
per year.

the bowhead whale is
the most adapted to
life in icy cold water. It
has a layer of blubber
up to 1.6 feet (50 cm)
thick.

· The bowhead whale
has a huge head that it
uses to break through
thick ice.

Threats
Historically, bowhead whales were
severely depleted by commercial harvesting. They were targeted by hunters
because they are slow and big, with large amounts of blubber. They were
pursued by European and American commercial whalers for lamp oil and
baleen. North Atlantic stocks were hunted commercially for almost four hundred
years, beginning in the 15 th or 16 th century. Commercial hunting of bowheads
in the North Pacific started when they were discovered in the 1840s.
Commercial whaling of bowheads effectively ended by 1921, when the
worldwide population of the species declined to about 3,000. Moratoriums on
commercial whaling went into place later, and are still in effect today.
Bowhead whales have also been hunted by indigenous peoples for food and
fuel for the last 2,000 years. Subsistence harvest is currently regulated by
quotas set by the International Whaling Commission This link is an external
site. and are allocated and enforced by the Alaska Eskimo Whaling
Commission. Bowhead whales are harvested by Alaskan Natives in the Beaufort, Bering, and Chukchi Seas. The number of subsistence whaling crews in
Alaska increased from 44 to 100 between 1970 and 1977. During this same
period, the average number of whales landed increased from 15 per year to 30
per year, and the percentage of whales struck but lost also increased, possibly
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Bowhead Whales
reflecting an increase in inexperienced crews. The annual level of subsistence
landings averaged 37 whales per year from 1990-2000. In 2006, 39 bowhead
whales were struck during the Alaskan subsistence hunt. Of that number, 31
whales were landed.
Other threats to bowhead whales include ship strikes, entanglement in fishing
gear, contaminants, and anthropogenic noise, especially from offshore oil
drilling. Vessel and oil drilling related interactions may increase as global

climate change causes loss of sea ice in the Arctic and adjacent seas, thus
making these areas more accessible to vessels and oil exploration.
Conservation Efforts
Since ending commercial exploitation of bowhead whales, conservation efforts
have been focusing on monitoring stocks, determining population structure,
identifying calf-rearing habitat, and studying feeding ecology.
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All five stocks are listed on the IUCN Red List This link is an external site.. The
Spitsbergen, Baffin Bay-Davis Strait, and the Sea of Okhotsk stocks are listed
as "endangered." The Hudson Bay-Fox Basin stock is listed as "vulnerable" and
the Bering-Chukni-Beaufort stock is listed as "lower risk, conservation
dependent."
Regulatory Overview
Prior to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973, bowhead whales were
protected at different times under the 1931 League of Nations Convention, the
Endangered Species Preservation Act (ESPA) of 1966, and the Endangered
Species Conservation Act (ESCA) of 1969. The ESCA ended commercial
whaling in the United States. Bowhead whales are also listed in Appendix 1 of
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 1973 (CITES)
This link is an external site., which prohibits trade of the species. Bowhead
whales also receive additional protection under the Marine Mammal Protection
Act (MMPA) of 1972.
The International Whaling Commission (IWC), established in 1946 by the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, continued a prohibition on
commercial whaling that was initiated with the 1931 League of Nations
Convention. The IWC began to regulate commercial whaling among signatory
nations in 1964. In 1972, the IWC asked the United States to gather data on
aboriginal subsistence whaling. The IWC subsequently called for a ban on
subsistence bowhead whaling in 1977, based on increasing concerns about the
status of bowhead whale populations and documentation of increases in
subsistence whaling in Alaska and loss of struck whales. The United States
requested modification of the ban and the IWC responded with a limited quota.
Currently, subsistence harvest is limited to nine Alaskan villages.
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Office interventions 2013

EXPRESS from Reuters International
June 20th 2013
Our correspondents at Nuuk reported:
The local Inuit Newspaper Sermitsiaq stated
in today´s issue that 23 bodies in black bags
had been flown out of Nuuk airport by the
Danish Air Force last night. Even more injured
crewmen from the stricken GE oil-platform
would presently be treated at the Nuuk
Central Hospital.
The GE-exploration office at Nuuk refused to
comment these information.
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from Reuters International June 20th 2013
Our correspondents at Nuuk reported:
Nuuk police headquarters at Nuuk officially
announced they had arrested 18 militant
members of AALISAGAQ involved in the
attacks on the GE-platform.
AALISAGAQ deputy chairwoman Katherine
Sikemsen said AALISAGAQ would leave the
present talks about the DASPRAG 13 at once
if those arrested were not released today.
The Greenland Government which is said to
have initiated the arrests refused to comment.
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from Reuters International June 20th 2013
Our correspondents at Nuuk reported that the
fire on the oil -drilling platforms of Granit
Energy has been stopped.
The GE-exploration office at Nuuk issued a
press release stating the fire had been
accidentally caused by a cooling failure in one
of the engines of the fuel barges. There had
been only minor damages to the oil-platform
and no one was hurt.
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from Reuters International June 19th 2013
Reuters correspondents at Nuuk reported
there has been an outbreak of fire on one of
the oil -drilling platforms of Granit Energy in
the Davis Strait.
The fire has been visible as far as Nuuk and
rescue helicopters were seen flying to and
from the burning oil-rigg.
Unspecified reports have it that militant inuit
activists, namely AALISAGAQ, attacked fuel
containing supply vessels underneath the
platform.
So far neither Nuuk police nor the Greenland
Government made any comment as to the fire
still burning at the moment.
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Davis Strait Protection Agreement 2013
In pursuit of our common objective of protecting flora and fauna of the arctic hemisphere,
as well as the well-being and prospects of all human beings living in these areas, the
signatory parties agree upon the following declaration, which will be published today:
§1
All industrial and other human activities permanently affecting the Davis Strait area
and its ecosystem, in any negative way, will not be permitted and will neither be
planned nor executed by any of the parties.
§2
In order to prevent ecological damages, all exploratory activities aiming at the detection
of existing mineral or fossil fuel resources, within areas defined above, will be continuously and closely monitored by a special committee, to be set up by the signatory parties.
§3
All ecological relevant information gathered during explorations will be evaluated annually and published by this Davis Strait Joint Committee ( DAJOCO), fully funded by
GRANITE ENERGY, and representing the signatory parties.
§4
The prevention of oil-spills, fires and all kinds of pollution of either the sea water and the
land or the atmosphere will be assigned the highest priority during any drilling or exploratory and exploitation activity. To ensure this, GRANITE ENERGY is going to set up and
finance a permanent prevention task force (PTF) during any period of such activities.
§5
Half of the PTF members will be Greenlanders and they will be trained by GE and receive a monthly pay. At least 1/3 of any economic activity must be carried out by
Greenlanders.
§6
Arctic indigenous people having been affected by oil and mineral exploration or drilling
activities disturbing subsistence fishing, hunting or other seafood gathering activities are
entitled to be fully compensated by GE.
The DASPRAG also recognizes the right of Arctic indigenous people to a sustainable
use of natural resources.
In case of damage to it‘s stocks, the Danish fishing company Thorskill will be compensated with the sum of 30 Million dollars annually, until the stocks are restored and also
Thorskill’s fishing routes will be altered to avoid GE’s platforms in a radius of 500m.
In case Thorskill’s employees get injured they are to be insured by GE. That covers the
hospital bills and the salaries for the period of healing. In addition to this the 50 percent
of Thorskill’s employees’ salaries will be added to the original salaries to compensate for
all the damage until the injured are healed.

§7
In the interest of people living in arctic regions the signatory parties welcome and will
actively support all ecological and industrial developments in the Davis Strait area, initiated and guided under this protection agreement.
§8
Supporting the objectives mentioned above, GRANITE ENERGY will allocate a special environment protection fund of US $ 100 million annually, to be controlled and administered by the Greenland ministry of Fisheries, Hunting and Agriculture and the
Davis Strait Joint Committee ( DAJOCO ). If damages exceed Us Dollar 100 Million, GE
will fully compensate these extra costs.
§9
This agreement will have to be inspected and if necessary, revised after a period of
four years.
§ 10
AALISAGAQ has the guarantee of a 200 ton quota of Atlantic salmon for its members
every year as long as its sustainable.
§ 11
GE will install monitoring devices near the GE drilling areas to warn all drilling personnel, if there are bowheads near-by. Drilling activities will be interrupted until these
whales leave the area. GE will finance the monitoring research as well as the equipment in the upper Baffin Bay area.
§ 12
The traditional fishing and hunting rights of the aboriginal nations of the Arctic are included in the DASPRAG 13 as long as they are sustainable.
§ 13
The Danish Navy has to prevent any additional sonar signalling and explosions within
the whole centre – just two belts within the Davis Strait are allowed, because these sonar tests are dangerous for the animals in the Davis Strait, especially for bowhead
whales.
§ 14
The next Davis Strait Protection Agreement 2017 will be organized by a mutual partnership between GE and AALISAGAQ.
§ 15
If there is an accident, the drilling and exploratory activities will be temporarily stopped
until the damage is restored. Should such an accident occur, the two NGOs (IBCS,
GAO) have the right to all information and the right to visit and inspect the scene.
§ 16
Monthly inspections of the mechanical appliances on the oil-rigs will be made by private engineers chosen by the DAJOCO and paid by GE and the results will be sent to
DAJOCO and if there may be a mechanical issue, the oil-rig will be closed down until
the damage is repaired.

Security personnel will be hired to make sure that an external party doesn’t damage the
oil-rigs. The security will be inspected by the Danish Ministry of Defence.
Should damage be caused, GE will fully compensate the damage. The security will be allowed to bear arms and use them and the military rules will apply as to the usage of those
arms.
The signatory parties fully agree and support all of the above and will actively support its
implementation.
NUUK, June 21st 2013

Signatures of the parties involved

___________________________________________________________________________

Sir Thomas Rottenborough
( just call me Tom )
Oil industry
Oil industry

Sir Thomas Rottenborough
( just call me Tom )

Dr. Lucy Garner-Anderson,
( just call me Lucy)
Oil industry
Oil industry

Dr. Lucy Garner-Anderson,
( just call me Lucy)

Dr. Lars Runarson
Fishing industry
Fishing industry

Dr. Lars Runarson

Dr. Ida Pedersson
Fishing industry
Fishing industry

Dr. Ida Pedersson

Erinaq Petersen
Greenland Government
Greenland Government

Erinaq Petersen

Dr. Konalik Hanson
Greenland Government
Greenland Government

Dr. Konalik Hanson

Johan Ukkusissaq
Inuit Hunters
Inuit Hunters

Johan Ukkusissaq

Katherine Sikemsen
Inuit Hunters
Inuit Hunters

Katherine Sikemsen

Terry Ayliffsson
NGO
NGO

Terry Ayliffsson

Dr. Julia Durham
NGO
NGO

Dr. Julia Durham

Fernando Oliviera
NGO
NGO

Fernando Oliviera

Dr. Dolores Sanchez
NGO
NGO

Dr. Dolores Sanchez
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